
NIKITA KRUSCHEV

Nikita Sergeyevich Khrushchev (15 April â€“ 11 September ) was a Soviet statesman who led the Soviet Union during
part of the Cold War as the First.

Kennedy also privately agreed to take American nuclear weapons out of Turkey. Khrushchev's opponents
steadily consolidated their power and in October ousted him from office. An essay in the issue explained that
Khrushchev, despite appearing friendly at times during his trip, was a difficult and unyielding adversary. Rise
to Power Following Stalin's death on March 5, , Khrushchev began his own rise to the top of the Soviet power
structure. Nikita Sergeyevich Khrushchev was born in into a poor family near Kursk in south-western Russia.
Even as terrified doctors attempted treatment, Khrushchev and his colleagues engaged in intense discussion as
to the new government. In an incident that became legendary, he disrupted the proceedings of the General
Assembly. The two increasingly built a good relationship. The Germans, however, had deduced that the
Soviets were likely to attack at Kharkov , and set a trap. He stopped in Washington, D. Ukraine's industry had
been destroyed, and agriculture faced critical shortages. The threat to America's national security was
profound. McNamara is a history expert who has been writing for ThoughtCo since  During World War Two,
Khrushchev worked as a political commissar in the army. Within nine months his superior, Konstantin
Moiseyenko, was ousted, which, according to Taubman, was due to Khrushchev's instigation. Stalin had left
orders not to be disturbed, and it was twelve hours until his condition was discovered. On 5 March, Stalin
died. Robert J. The entire Ukrainian people was exerting great efforts By he had become second secretary of
the Moscow Regional Committee. The following year, Khrushchev approved the construction of the Berlin
Wall in order to stop East Germans from fleeing to capitalist West Germany. The failed Bay of Pigs Invasion
created problems, and a June summit between Kennedy and Khrushchev in Vienna was difficult and produced
no real progress. Khrushchev foiled a Malenkov-led coup attempt in June and took over the premiership the
following March. In the realm of international affairs, rivals in the Kremlin viewed him as erratic. Stalin told
Khrushchev of the accusation personally, looking him in the eye and awaiting his response. Yet it was
portrayed as front-page news that seemed to illuminate Khrushchev's unpredictable and threatening nature. By
that June, however, the U. He set bold and ultimately unattainable goals of "overtaking the West" in food
production, initiating massive programs to put vast tracts of virgin lands in Kazakhstan and Siberia under the
plow with the help of thousands of urban Komsomol volunteers who brought little but their enthusiasm with
them to the open steppes. Stalin finally gave Ukraine limited food aid, and money to set up free soup kitchens.
The world appeared to be on the brink of nuclear conflict, but, after a day standoff, Khrushchev agreed to
remove the weapons. In yet another case of showmanship that he was unable to back up with deeds, in
Khrushchev deployed nuclear missiles in newly Communist Cuba, within easy striking distance of most major
American population centers. Two years later, a Soviet rocket hit the moon, and in Soviet astronaut Yuri A.


